
INSTALLING
OUTDOOR FRIDGES 
Direct sunlight and the elements can be extremely damaging to an
outdoor fridge and the way it functions. Tests have shown that
fridges sitting in direct morning sunlight for only one hour achieved
an inside temperature of 65°C.  Here, we share information to help
you with the best possible installation for your outdoor setting.

All you need to know...

INSTALLING A GLASS DOOR FRIDGE OUTDOORS

 A glass door fridge can be in open alfresco area’s as
pictured. This install is fully open to the elements
with large openings throughout, however the
refrigerator is positioned to only get small amount
of sun through a large ‘tinted’ UV window. No part of
the install allows direct sunlight.  In heavy rain, the
unit could still get rainwater through main opening
so where possible make sure you have the IP rating
that is suitable, more about IP ratings on the next
page.

INSTALLING A SOLID DOOR FRIDGE OUTDOORS

A  solid door unit that is located undercover (under
bench) outside can still survive if sun is passing over
the fridge, as in fridge facing North or South etc. The
below unit is in a position where the actual sunlight
does not meet the fridge directly.  In this application
the IP rating also comes into effect as units can still
be hit by rain. 



For any questions, please contact our

friendly team on 04 526 6009 or email

sales@barfridges.co.nz

IP RATING CHART

‘Ingress Protection or 'IP' is a universal code used worldwide for all types of products, it measures solid particles and water’
ingress that could enter into a product and damage it. 

NOTE: 95% of fridges on market have NO official IP testing done due to high costs affecting viability. However, it is helpful
to know what important factors you need to consider in order to protect your fridge when looking to install it outdoors.



In summary, it is vital when designing an outdoor entertaining area to

ensure a glass door fridge be placed out of direct sunlight, and any

fridge to be protected from the elements (rain, dust etc). 

For any questions, please contact our friendly team on 04 526 6009 or

email sales@barfridges.co.nz

LOW E Glass

Units with LOW E glass have a special coating on the glass designed to reflect heat rays 70% better that non-coated glass.
This coating helps keep the cold in and warmth out, also helping with lowering condensation. However, this feature
becomes redundant if you have direct sunlight streaming onto the fridge. 


